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Matthew Rushworth <matthew.rushworth@psy.ox.ac.uk>
26 January 2014 21:50
Sel, Alejandra
Final Decision made for JN-BC-0106-13R3

Dear Dr. Sel:
Here is a copy of the decision letter for manuscript "The emotional homunculus: ERP evidence for independent
somatosensory responses during facial emotional processing" by Alejandra Sel, Bettina Forster, and Beatriz CalvoMerino [Paper #JN-BC-0106-13R3], which you were a Contributing Author.

Sincerely,
Matthew Rushworth
Senior Editor
Journal of Neuroscience

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Subject: Decision on Journal of Neuroscience JN-BC-0106-13R3
26th Jan 2014
Dear Beatriz:
I am pleased to inform you that your revised paper, "The emotional homunculus: ERP evidence for independent
somatosensory responses during facial emotional processing," has been accepted for publication in The Journal of
Neuroscience.
Your manuscript will now pass through a series of pre-production checks at our Central Office. Soon, you will
probably receive correspondence from the Central Office about issues such as figure sizes and color, length of the
paper, and various forms that need to be completed. Once your paper is completely ready, you will receive email
notification that it has been forwarded to the publisher.
Publication fees are reduced if the first and last authors are members of the Society for Neuroscience. Publication
fees for a regular article are $1,090 (for members) and $1,285 (for nonmembers) or for Brief Communication are
$555 (for members) and $750 (for nonmembers). If you would like to join SfN and take advantage of membership,
visit our Member Center http://www.sfn.org/member-center/member-benefit. Unless corrections are needed to
your manuscript, you will receive a payment form by e-mail in four to five business days. Please follow the
instructions on the form to make your payment; proofs will be sent 2-3 weeks after the payment is made. Article
proofs will not be sent to you until the publication fee has been received. Please contact the Central Office with any
payment questions by e-mail: jn@sfn.org.
If you wish your article to be made freely available upon publication via the Journal's Open Choice model, please
contact jn@sfn.org. Authors will pay $2,735 for regular articles and $1,370 for Brief Communications. Your Open
Choice charge will be included on the form on which you agree to pay publication charges.
Finally, the Journal publishes, at no cost to the author, cover illustrations or videos related to an article in that issue.
If you have suitable cover art, please submit it within two weeks so we may consider it. Cover art must be deposited
at our FTP site (URL link: ftp://jn.sfn.org; Host: jn.sfn.org; Account: jnauthor; Password: coverart). Please visit the
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Journal's web site for detailed formatting instructions and submission procedures
(http://www.jneurosci.org/misc/ifa_cover.shtml).
On behalf of the Editorial Board, I thank you for submitting this paper to The Journal of Neuroscience.
Yours sincerely,
Matthew Rushworth
Senior Editor
Journal of Neuroscience
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